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Abstract
Introduction: Fibromyxoma is a rare variety of benign jaw tumors. According to the WHO
classification of 1992, myxoma of the jaw is an odontogenic tumor that develops from the
ectomesenchyme. Clinical and radiological manifestations are variable and nonspecific and may be
confusing with other tumors.
Case Report: We describe a rare case of odontogenic fibromyxoma of the left hemi mandible,
observed in a 45-year-old patient admitted to our maxillofacial surgery department in May 2017.
Clinically, the patient presented with painless and firm left cheek swelling. CT scan of the facial mass
showed an expansive osteolytic process blowing through the entire left hemi mandible. A biopsy was
made and the histological findings were in favor of an odontogenic fibromyxoma. In front of the
large tumor extension, a hemi-mandibulectomy was decided for our patient. The reconstruction of
the substance loss was made by a free flap of the fibula.
Discussion: The diagnosis of fibromyxoma in our case was based on clinical, radiological and
anatomopathological arguments. Although histologically benign, the local aggressiveness of this
tumor and its high rate of recurrence require radical surgical treatment beyond the limits of the
lesion in order to avoid recurrence. The resulting loss of substance involves surgical or prosthetic
repair.
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Fibromyxoma is a rare variety of benign jaw tumors. According to the WHO classification of
1992, myxoma of the jaw is a tumor that develops from an ectomesenchymal origin [1]. These cells
produce a mucoid-rich intercellular matrix with or without odontogenic epithelium [2].
Fibromyxoma is classified as a specific type of myxoma, it is composed of fusiform cells sitting
in an abundant myxoid substance, with few collagen fibers; when the fibers are more abundant, and
it is called fibromyxoma. Clinical and radiological manifestations are variable and nonspecific and
might be confusing with other odontogenic lesions [2].
In this article, we report a case of a mandibular fibromyxoma. Where the substance defect
created after surgical resection was reconstructed by a free flap of the fibula. Through this case,
we will review the clinical presentation, radiographic examination, histological features, differential
diagnoses, and management of this rare tumor. Also, we will demonstrate the interest of the fibula
free flap in the reconstruction of the mandibular defect.

Case Presentation
A 45-year-old female patient admitted to our maxillofacial surgery department in May 2017, for
gradually increasing, painless swelling of the left cheek (Figure 1). Extraoral examination revealed a
light facial asymmetry and the intraoral examination revealed a swelling of the left vestibule. They
were no teeth on the left mandibular arc and overlying mucosa was hypertrophied. On palpation, all
the inspectory findings were conformed. The lesion was hard in consistency and non-tender.
The panoramic radiograph revealed a well-defined multilocular lesion in the left part of
mandible with scalloped outline (Figure 2A). CT scan of the facial mass showed an expansive
osteolytic process blowing through the entire left mandible (Figure 2B).
A biopsy was made to have a confirmed diagnosis before surgery. Histological study confirmed
the diagnosis of fibromyxoma.
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Figure 3: Picture showing the tumor.

Figure 1: Picture of the patient showing the left cheek swelling.

A

Figure 4: A) Fibula flap after dissection and modeled in the shape of the hemi
mandible. B) Micro anastomosis of the fibula flap.

B

Figure 5: Postoperative picture after 3 months, showing the stability of the
dental occlusion.

and fixed together with 2 miniplates and 8 mini screws (Figure 4A).
Then the micro-anastomosis was made (Figure 4B) and the fibula
flap was fixed to the other hemi mandible with 2 miniplate and 8 mini
screws (7 mm).
The follow ups were simple. We had excellent aesthetic and
functional outcomes. A symmetrical face and a stable dental occlusion
(Figure 5).

Figure 2: A) Orthopantomogram showing multilocular radiolucencies lesions.
B) CT scan of the facial mass showing an expansive osteolytic process
blowing through the entire left mandible.

The histological study of the specimen revealed that there was
a hypocellularity and the presence of stellate, spindle-shaped cells
into a loose myxoid extracellular matrix very rich in collagen fibers.
Confirming the diagnosis of fibromyxoma.

The patient underwent surgery; the approach was by a cervical
incision, then a complete excision of the tumor (Figure 3). The
dissection of the facial pedicle was made to preserve it for micro
anastomosis for our fibula free flap.

No recurrence was detected 5 years after surgery (Figure 6).

Discussion

The fibula flap was modeled to have the aspect of the hemi
mandible; the modeling was made in the donor site. An osteotomy was
mad to create the ramus and the horizontal branch of the mandible
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Odontogenic fibromyxoma is a rare tumor that presents 3% to 8%
of all odontogenic tumors and cysts of the jaws [3]. The average age of
apparition of this tumor is between 20 to 40 years [4], with a sex ratio
2
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the amount of collagen in the mucoid stroma is more prominent
[6,11].

A

The treatment of the fibromyxoma is surgical and varies from a
simple enucleation and curettage to a block resection. The resection
depends on the extension of the tumor. The recurrence is always
related to an incomplete resection of the lesion. The patient should be
monitored for at least two years after the surgical intervention due to
the higher rate of recurrence during this period [4,9,11].
For our case the clinical, radiological and histological outcomes
match the literature and confirm it. For our patient the tumor extended
all over the left hemi mandible, so for a complete resection we needed
to perform a hemi mandibulectomy. The reconstruction for such a
large loss of substance was challenging. We needed something that
can give us good functional and aesthetic results. Therefore, the best
solution was to use the revascularized free fibula flap as bone graft.

B

Postoperative aesthetic results and correct dental occlusion were
confirmed by evaluation of the oral cavity (Figure 5) and panoramic
radiography (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Postoperative orthopantomogram. A) Postoperative control, B)
One year after surgery.
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